Contribution of inherited heart disease to sudden cardiac death in childhood.
In children aged 1 to 18 years, the causes of sudden cardiac death may remain unresolved when autopsy results are negative. Because inherited cardiac diseases are likely, cardiologic and genetic investigations of relatives may still yield the diagnosis in these cases. Moreover, these investigations provide timely identification of relatives who are also at risk of sudden cardiac death. We aimed to establish the cause of sudden cardiac death in the children of whom the family was referred to our cardiogenetics department and the diagnostic yield of these investigations. We genetically counseled 25 consecutive, unrelated families after sudden cardiac death of a child (aged 1 to 18 years) who was disease-free during lifetime and in whose family there was no known inherited heart disease. We performed cardiac investigation (electrocardiography, exercise testing, and echocardiography) of first-degree and second-degree relatives and performed diagnosis-directed DNA analysis. Autopsy was performed in 20 case subjects. A diagnosis was identified in 14 of 25 families. In addition, we studied 10 children after aborted sudden cardiac death; in 6 of them, a diagnosis was made. Overall, in 17 of the 19 families in whom an inherited disease was diagnosed, a disease-causing mutation in either a first-degree relative or the index patient confirmed the diagnosis. Sudden cardiac death in children seems to be caused often by inherited cardiac diseases. Cardiac and genetic examination of relatives combined, if possible, with postmortem analysis after sudden cardiac death of a child has a high diagnostic yield (14 of 25), comparable to analysis in surviving victims of sudden cardiac death (6 of 10). Because sudden cardiac death can be prevented by timely treatment, these results warrant active family screening after unexplained sudden cardiac death of a child.